TRUCK DRIVER CE , AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY:
We're looking for a truck drivers CE , who have drivers experience with logistic transport of forklift trucks and cranes
The company is located in Flanders and is active in the Benelux and the northern part of France
Your main duties are :
* Your daily shift starts at the HQ in Wetteren every day
* Transporting all over Benelux / France customers and suppliers .
* Planning routes according to the delivery schedules , by using GPS
* Fill out CMR documents and logbook
* Inspecting vehicles for mechanical items and safety issues and perform preventative maintenance
* Entering all data into the boarding system
* Transport of forklift trucks and other cranes
* Knowledge English / French is sufficient , communicative
* Experience with transport of agricultural machinery , it's an asset if you're able to do some maintenance .

Profile :
* The Truck Driver has a physically strenuous and demanding job.
* He / she will be lifting, pulling and managing heavy equipment and objects.
* The Driver will have to work in all weather, and must be prepared for both extreme heat and cold.
* Early shifts in the morning and evening shift
* Driver license CE .
* Willing to learn / speak Dutch.
* Flexibility in terms of schedule but also in tasks / duties .
* You will be driving a brand new truck , own cabin .
* Knowledge English / French is sufficient , communicative
* Good physical condition .
* Experience with transport of agricultural machinery .
* The route is different every day and the deliveries are Benelux and the North of France (day trips, never overnight stays) .

Offer :
Salaries for the drivers:
* starts at 11.5210 € /hour and up , Fulltime job of minimum 38 hours and up to 55 hours .
* working 8 hours till 12 hours a day , all hours are being paid .
* extra net premium of 1.3920 €/h (ARAB)
* Extra night premium
* transport-refund

Interested ?
Send us your resume in ENGLISH to international.mobility@adecco.be with reference : TRUCK DRIVER CE
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
https://www.vdab.be/jobs/vacatures/57002101/truck-driver-ce--agriculturalmachinery?sinds=9000&p=1&trefwoord=57002101
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